INVESTING PROFESSIONALLY IN
THE MIDDLE EAST

Monthly Outlook – February 2019
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Global Asset Allocation
Asset Class

Equities

Tactical View (3m horizon)
Dovish comments from both the Fed and the ECB in January provided a positive tailwind for
equities which could continue through the first half of the year as the Fed will most likely offer
further market-friendly comments if financial conditions tighten further from here. EMs could be a
key beneficiary of this dovish pivot as they already benefit from cheaper valuations and potential
policy easing from China in addition to a temporary trade-war truce.

Downwardly-trending growth forecasts in the US and Europe alongside benign inflation pressures
are a supportive backdrop for bonds. The Fed’s emphasis on patience and being more data
dependent offers welcome relief from the previous year’s autopilot quarterly rate rises.

Fixed Income

Commodities

After a period of weakness late last year, OPEC reduced seaborne exports by 1.3m b/d m/m in
January, which tightened physical oil markets. Although oil-in-transit is still high by historical
standards, it has started to fall, floating storage is no longer rising, and high-frequency data on
onshore storage has started to roll over as well, showing modest declines in recent weeks. These
factors, as well as a broader rally in risk assets, drove front-month Brent futures 15% higher in
January. Oil markets have come back into balance, yet a major imbalance between light –sweet
and medium/heavy crudes has emerged. We continue to see modest upside for Brent to $65/bbl
in 2H. Production declines in Venezuela are an upside risk to this. Near-term, however, the strong
supply of light-sweet is disproportionately weighing on crudes like Brent and WTI. Also, recent
economic data has not been encouraging, possibly weighing on demand. And with low refining
margins, upside in Brent prices is limited for now.

Mashreq Capital View:

Positive view

Neutral view

Negative view
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Regional Asset Allocation
Region / Country

Fixed Income

Equities

FX

Bond spreads supported
by January’s jump in oil
prices and GCC EMBI
inclusion.

Index inclusions in focus
will support KSA and
Kuwait equity markets.

De-pegging risk has been
temporarily averted,
albeit remains a risk
selectively (example:
Bahrain and Oman).

Short-dated bonds
provide value for carry
positions while we see
varying degrees of
improving economies.

Earnings growth is
positive and the market is
cheap, also will benefit
from the recovery in the
EM

EGP to remain in a band.

Challenges from last
summer’s currency rout
remain, but the central
bank is regaining
credibility by maintaining
high interest rates.

Main beneficiary from the
recovery in EM and also
the monetary easing in
the US

The lira will stabilize in
1H2019

GCC

North Africa

Turkey

Mashreq Capital View:

Positive View

Neutral View

Negative View
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1. Global and Regional Asset Allocation

2. Global Portfolios
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Global Assets – Monthly Commentary
Where we stand

Outlook – Equities

In January global stock markets rebounded sharply from
December’s steep drawdown, finishing the month with their best
start to the year since 1987. The strong start was driven by a
number of factors including: better-than-feared earnings in the
US; an easing of trade tensions between the US and China; and
surprisingly dovish statements by the Fed towards month-end.
The risk-on rebound resulted in EMs outpacing DMs with Brazil
and Russia leading the EM pack posting double-digit gains,
though the US also delivered very respectable high-single-digit
returns.

Growth is slowing across the world as evidenced by China posting
its lowest GDP reading since 1990. But growth rates are still
healthy in absolute terms and above trend in key markets such
as the US where the underlying economic data remains robust
with 300,000 jobs added in January despite the government
shutdown. We expect China’s slowdown to be countered by
continued policy easing, whilst slowing growth in Europe and
populist-fueled EU elections in spring are likely to result in the
ECB extending its forward guidance statement leaving rates
unchanged for the rest of this year to stimulate demand.

Where we stand

Outlook – Fixed Income

Global bonds generated remarkable returns across the board
from safe-haven treasuries to higher-risk corporates and EMD.
The rally in DM treasuries continued from last year with European
sovereigns outperforming the US. Europe’s bonds were boosted
by slowing growth from its core members such as Germany
where the government slashed its 2019 growth forecast from
1.8% to 1.0%, whilst Italy officially entered recession. ECB
President Mario Draghi acknowledged risks to European growth
have moved to the downside, whilst Fed Chair Jay Powell
emphasized the central bank can be patient with future rate rises
amidst still-muted inflation pressures. The biggest beneficiaries of
this softening tone were higher-risk credits such as corporate
high yield and EM sovereigns.

The market is now pricing-in zero rate hikes from the Fed in 2019
and some forecasters are even suggesting the next move could
be a rate cut towards year-end, pointing to the removal of the
Fed’s forward-guidance passage of the need for further gradual
rate increases. The Fed’s recent dovish pivot will likely be
supported by further market-friendly comments by the central
bank if financial conditions tighten further from here. But over
the medium term we expect the Fed could still hike rates at least
once more in the second-half of this year given the still-strong US
economy which has the potential to fuel an inflation surprise or at
least force the Fed’s hand to cool down the economy.
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1. Global and Regional Asset Allocation

3. MENA Fixed Income
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Fixed Income - Markets
GCC spread over EM

US Yield Curve
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Fixed Income – Monthly Commentary
Where we Stand
Downwardly-trending growth forecasts in the US and Europe in combination with dovish comments from both the Fed and the ECB
provided a positive tailwind for EM bonds to kick-off the New Year. The more accommodative stance from the Fed and ECB afforded room
for EM central banks to keep rates on hold, most notably Turkey maintaining its key interest rate at 24% to reinforce its inflation
credibility.
The main issuance of the month came from KSA with a USD 7.5 billion dual-tranche maturing in 2029 and 2050. International demand
was evident as the vast majority of the USD 27 billion order book came from the US, Europe and Asia. Remaining new issuance arose
from the two UAE banks of FAB and DIB which was mostly filled by MENA investors.
Oil rebounded sharply from last year’s steep slide, finishing the month 15% higher and above the $60 threshold. Oil’s recovery in
combination with the favorable backdrop for EMs led to a more than 5% gain for the Bloomberg EM Middle East index with longer-duration
sovereigns outperforming corporates.

Outlook
The ECB and the Fed’s pause is likely to provide a short-term tailwind to risk-assets including EM bonds. EM central banks have so far
acted prudently by maintaining restrictive monetary policy to preserve their inflation credentials with examples being South Africa,
Indonesia and Turkey keeping policy rates on hold.
The GCC’s inclusion into JP Morgan’s flagship EM Bond index began in January and names are set to be phased-in over nine months.
Although some of the positive price effect has already taken place, we believe index-inclusion bonds is a theme that should continue to
benefit from incremental bid throughout the first half of 2019.
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1. Global and Regional Asset Allocation

4. MENA Equities
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MENA Equity View
Sector

GCC

North Africa

Turkey

Banks
Consumer Goods
Real Estate
Telecommunications
Materials

Utilities

Mashreq Capital View:

Positive view

Neutral view

Negative view
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MENA Equities – Monthly Commentary
Where we stand
•

•

•

•

•
•

MENA started the first month of the year on a strong note
finishing up 7.0% led by: Saudi, Egypt and Qatar. Oil prices
gained momentum which crossed USD 60/bbl and finishing up
15% for the month. MENA markets are up 7% for the year
underperforming Emerging Markets, which finished up 8.7%.
In Saudi, the market rose by 9.4% in the month led by largecaps, mainly banking and petrochemicals. Market traded
positively on the back of MSCI inclusion expected in
May/August. The market is one of the best performing markets
in MENA up 9.4% for the year.
Egyptian shares (Hermes Stock Market Index) were up 6.3% for
the month (up 7.7% in USD terms). The market continues to
price in an easier monetary policy, lower inflation, a
strengthening economy and signs of easing trade tensions
supported the appetite for riskier assets in EM.
Qatar finished up 4.1% for the month mainly due to increase in
foreign ownership limits supported the market through passive
inflows and also investors are positioning themselves for FY18
dividends.
Despite weakness in Real Estate, overall UAE index finished up
2.9% as Abu Dhabi banks stayed strong on the back of a
merger (ADCB) and potential FOL increase (FAB).
In Kuwait, market gained 3.1% post phase 2 FTSE
implementation in December.

Outlook
•

•

•

•
•
•

In Saudi, the next 6 to 9 month outlook looks good as a result
of the positive MSCI decision. The market experienced large
foreign outflows in October, which we believe will slowly make
its way back to the market.
In Egypt, inflation data is expected to ease despite additional
utility and fuel subsidy cuts due to high base effects and a
stable currency. Nevertheless, the CBE will most likely be on
hold for interest rates till 1H19 if not longer making a
sustainable rally difficult.
Qatar does not have any catalysts or major risks on the
horizon. In terms of valuation, the market is well above its 5
year average P/E at 15.55x TTM – as a result we see limited
upside in this market.
While UAE lacks any catalysts, there are select names that are
in value territory. Similar to GCC markets, the market is a
safe-havens with elevated oil prices.
With Kuwait being added to MSCI EM’s watch list, the market
is likely to remain buoyant.
Global markets continue to show some strength on signs of
easing trade tensions and as the US Central Bank signaled
that it will slow down its hiking cycle in 2019 which should
benefit EM currencies. Having said that, the probability of a
risk-on rally has increased.
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MENA Equities
Purchasing Managers Index
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UAE & KSA PMIs rose MoM in
January with the former seeing a
larger gain of almost 2.3 points on
the back of higher new orders.
Egypt’s PMI on the other hand
decreased by 1.1 points as new
orders declined during the month.

Egypt PMI
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MENA Equities – Chart of the Month
Saudi Trading Analysis
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Net foreign buying in the Saudi picked up in
January, reaching USD1.2bn. The bulk of the
net buying came from SWAP holders and QFIs.
The foreign ownership in the market increased
to 4.98% from 4.67% in Dec’18 but still below
the 5.1% high at the beginning of September.
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Contact Us:
Mashreq Capital (DIFC) Ltd.
Al Fattan Currency House,
Tower 2, Floor 28, Office 2803,
DIFC, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

This document has been prepared solely for information purposes. It does not constitute
investment advice, solicitation, any offer or personal recommendation by Mashreq Capital (DIFC)
Limited (“MC”) or any related MC entity (which includes for the purpose of this disclaimer, any
employee, director, officer or representative of any MC entity), to buy or sell any security, product,
service or investment, or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction, including any
jurisdiction where such any such investment advice, solicitation, offer and/or personal
recommendation would be contrary to any law or regulation in that jurisdiction. Certain
assumptions may have been made in the analysis that resulted in any information, projection,
results and/or returns detailed in this document. No warranty or representation is made that any
returns/results indicated would be achieved or that all assumptions in achieving these
returns/results have been considered. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future
results. Neither MC nor any related entity warrants or represents the accuracy of the information
provided herein and any view expressed in this note reflects the personal view of the analyst(s)
and which does not take account of any individual client’s objectives, financial situation or needs.
Investors are required to undertake their own assessment and seek appropriate financial, legal, tax
and regulatory advice to determine whether any investment is appropriate for them in light of their
experience, objectives, financial resources and other relevant circumstances. Neither MC nor any
related entity accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or any other
category of loss arising from any use of this document and/or further communication in relation
thereto. Neither MC nor any related entity has any obligation to correct or update the information
or opinions in this document and any opinion expressed is subject to change without notice. This
document is disseminated primarily electronically, and, in some cases, in printed form.
Any terms in this document are indicative and do not constitute solicitation or an offer to sell to the
public, whether on any particular terms or at all. This document is not intended to identify,
represent or notify any conclusive terms and conditions of any transaction, or other material
considerations or any possible risk, direct or indirect, that would or may be involved in undertaking
any such transaction.

Tel: +971 4 424 4618
Email: assetmanagement@mashreq.com

MC is an independent registered investment adviser and investment manager. MC claims
compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). For more information
about the GIPS standards, please visit www.gipsstandards.org

www.mashreqcapital.ae

To obtain a compliant presentation and/or list of the composite descriptions, please email:
assetmanagement@mashreq.com
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